The Usefulness of Definitive Screening Design for a Quality by Design Approach as Demonstrated by a Pharmaceutical Study of Orally Disintegrating Tablet.
Definitive screening design (DSD) is a new class of small three-level experimental design that is attracting much attention as a technical tool of a quality by design (QbD) approach. The purpose of this study is to examine the usefulness of DSD for QbD through a pharmaceutical study on the preparation of ethenzamide-containing orally disintegrating tablet. Model tablets were prepared by directly compressing the mixture of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and excipients. The five evaluated factors assigned to DSD were: the contents of API (X1) and lubricant (X2), and the compression force (X3) of the tableting process, the mixing time (X4), and the filling ratio of powder in the V-type mixer (X5). After tablet preparation, hardness and disintegration time were measured. The same experiments were performed by using the conventional design of experiments [i.e., L8 and L16 orthogonal array designs and central composite design (CCD)]. Results showed that DSD successfully clarified how various factors contribute to tablet properties. Moreover, the analysis result from DSD agreed well with those from the L8 and L16 experiments. In additional experiments, response surfaces for tablet properties were created by DSD. Compared with the response surfaces created by CCD, DSD could produce reliable response surfaces for its smaller number of experiments. We conclude that DSD is a powerful tool for implementing pharmaceutical studies including the QbD approach.